ASPHALT REPAIR PRODUCTS AND CLEANERS

#19 ULTRA Rubberized Flashing Cement

Rubberized flashing cement for repairing leaks on shingles, BUR, SBS &
APP modified bit, tile & masonry. Karnak #19 Ultra sticks to wet surfaces and can be applied under water. #19 Ultra is highly rubberized for
lasting repairs. Use on horizontal & vertical surfaces
Product Code: #19-CTG-N | 19-1AF-N | 19-3AF-N | 19-5AF-N
Avail. Sizes: 10.1 oz. caulk tubes | 1-Gal | 3-Gal | 5-Gal | Winter & Summer

#155 Amphibikote Wet & Dry

Karnak #155 Amphibikote is carefully prepared, emergency roof cement
with special water displacing characteristics which ensures an effective
bond to both wet & dry surfaces. The ability to adhere during inclement
weather makes Amphibikote the first choice of roofing contractors.
Product Code: #160.1-CTG | #155-1AF | #155-3AF | #155-5AF
Avail. Sizes: 10.1 oz. caulk tubes | 1-Gal | 3-Gal | 5-Gal | Winter & Summer

#799 Wash-N-Prep

Concentrated liquid TSP substitute to clean roofs before applying roof
coatings. Wash-N-Prep is specially formulated to remove residue that can
prevent adhesion of roof coatings. Use to clean BUR, metal, modified bit,
TPO, PVC, Hypalon & existing roof coatings.
Product code: 799-CSE
Avail. Sizes: 1 quart bottles (6 per case)

#709 Karna-Klean

Karna Klean is a highly concentrated citrus base cleaner to dissolve and
remove asphalt, tar, roof coating, and grease from a variety of surfaces
including metal, concrete, clay, brick, and masonry. Karna Klean is great for
cleaning all of your roofing tools & equipment.
Product Code: #709-CSE
Avail. Sizes: 1-liter bottles (12 per case)

#108 Asphalt Primer

Penetrating asphalt primer for use on gypsum, concrete, brick, metal, and
asphalt surfaces. Excellent prime coat prior to application of modified
bitumen sheets or asphalt cement repairs. Can also be used to coat rusted
pipes and vents.
Product Code: 108-CSE | 108-5
Avail. Sizes: 14 oz. Spray Can (12/case) | 5-Gal

SPECIALTY ELASTOMERIC REPAIR PRODUCTS

#502MS Karna-Flex Seam Sealer

SEBS rubberized mastic for repairing seams; fasteners & flashings on
Metal, EPDM, aged single ply, cementitious foam roofs. 502 Karna-Flex
is solvent based, has superior elongation, skins fast, is sag resistant on
verticals & has excellent low temp flexibility. Reinforce with Resat-Mat.
Product Code: #502MS-2 | Available Colors: White or Black
Avail. Sizes: 30 oz caulk tubes | 1-Gal | 3-Gal

#505MS Karna-Flex WB (Water-Based)

100% Acrylic low VOC mastic. Use on BUR, Mod-Bit, metal, concrete,
spray foam & single ply repairs. Formulated with a unique viscosity to
3-course faster & easier on vertical and horizontal surfaces. Leave
exposed to UV or coat with elastomeric roof coatings. Styrene Free!
Product Code: #505MS-2 | Available Colors: White or Desert Tan
Avail. Sizes: 3.5-Gal | 55-Gal Drum

#229AR Elastomeric

SBS rubberized waterproofing. Use on metal, asphalt, masonry & more.
Available in brush & trowel grade; use trowel grade on horizontal & vertical
surfaces including; fasteners, gutter liner, pitch pans, gravel stops, & more.
Leave exposed to UV or coat with reflective coatings.
Product code: 229B (Brush) | 229T (Trowel) | Available Color: Black
Avail. Sizes: 30 oz caulk tubes | 1-Gal | 3-Gal | 5-Gal

#5540 Resat-Mat

Spun-laced polyester fabric for reinforcing coatings over irregular or rough
surfaces. Use to reinforce seams or entire roof surfaces. Resat-Mat can be
used with Karna-Flex, Karna-Flex WB, 229AR & any other Karnak elastomeric coating products.
Product Code: 5540H-04 | 5540H-06 | 5540H-40
Avail. Sizes: 4” x 300’ | 6” x 300’ | 40” x 340’

#550 Patch-N-Go Tapes

Self-sealing butyl tapes available in aluminum or fleece face. Aluminum-faced tapes are available in White, Black or Silver & are UV stable or
can be coated. Fleece tape should be coated with Karna-Flex or Karna-Flex WB after application. Use a roof roller for maximum adhesion.
Product Code: 550W | 550B | 550S | 550F | 550DS
Avail. Sizes: Fleece & Silver: 4”x65.5’ | White & Black 4”,6” 12” x 65.5’

